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BIGGLESWADE’S GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN
Introduction:
Biggleswade’s Green Infrastructure (GI) Plan is part of a programme of 19 parish and town GI plans across
the area funded by Central Bedfordshire Council and facilitated by Bedfordshire Rural Communities Charity,
the Greensand Trust and the Marston Vale Trust.
BRCC was asked by Central Bedfordshire Council to assist in the production of the GI plans as it is a charity
that works with local communities and landowners to conserve and enhance the landscape, wildlife and
history in this area. At the heart of BRCCs work is the belief that the best results are achieved by
empowering local communities, giving them a say in issues that affect them. BRCC has over 50 years
experience of community development support and facilitating community consultation; and has nearly 20
years experience of planning and delivering green infrastructure projects in east Bedfordshire.
What the plan shows
The community green infrastructure plan shows information about the existing environment, and identifies
aspirations and proposals from community members to enhance the local green infrastructure. These
aspirations and proposals include priorities to maintain existing assets, enhance or restore existing assets,
and create new green infrastructure. The information is shown on a map, which identifies both existing green
infrastructure, and aspirations for improving the green infrastructure network. The plan as a whole is based on
a robust approach to making and implementing a high quality green infrastructure network for the existing and
future residents of Biggleswade. It should be acknowledged that not all of the aspirations identified will be
delivered, because there are many other influencing factors, such as the views of landowners, existing
planning permissions and allocations, potential future land use allocations and the cost of enhancements. The
value of the plan lies in the fact that it has been produced by local residents for their own community.

How the plan fits with other green infrastructure plans
The plan can be used for individual towns or parishes, to show the local communities views on their local
environment, and how they would like to see it enhanced. However, the plan has been produced as part of a
programme of parish and town green infrastructure plans across Central Bedfordshire. In addition, there are
other green infrastructure plans at different scales, namely a county level green infrastructure plan covering
Bedfordshire and Luton and ‘district’ level plans Mid Bedfordshire and Luton and Southern Bedfordshire.

How the community green infrastructure plans fit with the strategic and district green infrastructure
plans
The community green infrastructure plans complement, but do not necessarily completely reflect the strategic
and district green infrastructure plans. All GI planning is derived from the same GIS-based information, albeit
at different scales. The important difference is that district and strategic GI plan aspirations are drawn from a
process of integrating multiple aspirations from different professional stakeholders, while community GI plans
reflect purely the aspirations of the relevant community. Much of the time the local aspirations fit within the
broader, more strategic aspirations of other GI plans, but occasionally they will not – often because the local
community are not aware of broader strategic aspirations. This is neither a problem nor a flaw, but does point
to the importance of dialogue between the strategic and local levels.

How the plan fits with other community green infrastructure plans
The spatial scope of the plans broadly covers the administrative area of one town or parish council. However,
the way that the local environment is used is not bounded by these administrative delineations, and in some
cases, important aspirations and assets have been identified by communities outside their own administrative
boundary. These aspirations may or may not be shared by communities from the adjacent town or parish. In
parishes without a community GI plan, assets or aspirations may have been identified by an adjacent parish.
These cannot be considered comprehensive, and have not necessarily been endorsed or agreed. Neither
can a lack of assets or aspirations identified through an adjoining plan be implied to suggest that there are no
important assets or aspirations to improve the local area.
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How the plan can be used
By the community
The plan identifies what is important to the community, and what they would like to see improved to enhance
the green infrastructure network. The plan can be used to support funding bids, to help communities make
important improvements to their local environment. They can also provide a snapshot of the local
environment.
By the Local Planning Authority
The plan is not a tool to prevent development, but it can inform planning decisions. The plan identifies what
the community values in the local environment, and how it can be improved. This information can be used in
pre-application discussions with developers, and to help evaluate submitted planning applications. The plan
can also identify where financial benefits from development could be directed.
By developers
The plan identifies what is important in the local environment, and aspirations that the community has to
improve the environment. Developers can use this information to identify important assets and aspirations for
improvement, and consider how these could be integrated with, and delivered through, development
proposals.

Endorsement by Biggleswade Town Council:

Biggleswade Town Council is happy to endorse this Green Infrastructure Plan, which has been
produced by current residents of Biggleswade, for this and future generations. In endorsing this
Plan, the Town Council confirms its support for the concept of GI Planning and the methodology
used to produce the Plan. In addition, the Town Council will seek to be an active partner in the
delivery of this Plan, leading and assisting the implementation of those actions which fall into the
remit and plans of the Council. The Town Council will regularly review the Plan, reporting to the
community activity undertaken and planned, both by the Council and others, towards implementing
the Plan.
Endorsement by Central Bedfordshire Council:
Central Bedfordshire Council recognises the need to provide a framework for green infrastructure provision in
the District to meet the needs of existing and new residents and help create sustainable communities. In
2008, Mid Beds District Council produced a district-wide GI plan which has informed the Local Development
Framework (LDF) Core Strategy and other Local Development Documents. The production of this parishlevel GI Plan for Biggleswade gives added detail and together with the views of local people adds value to,
and compliments, the Mid Beds District GI Plan and the Strategic GI Plan for Bedfordshire and Luton which
was produced in 2007. All levels of GI Plan, including this Biggleswade GI Plan, will be used by the Authority
in considering development proposals and assisting with the creation of green infrastructure assets.
Support from BRCC:
BRCC will support the community of Biggleswade in implementing this Plan where appropriate and feasible,
providing advice, support in securing funding and leading practical works.

Definition of Green Infrastructure
Green Infrastructure is the network of green spaces, access routes, wildlife habitats, landscapes and historic
features which provide:
 a healthy and diverse environment
 attractive places to live and visit
 a good quality of life
 a sustainable future
Green infrastructure assets include:
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Accessible Greenspace
Country parks
Green corridors
Urban parks and gardens
Habitats for wildlife including nature reserves, SSSI’s and County Wildlife Sites.
Historic parks and gardens and historic landscapes
Scheduled Ancient Monuments
Waterways and water bodies, including flooded quarries
Public rights of way and cycleways
Allotments
Children’s play space
Formal sports facilities
Cemeteries

It is important to plan the green infrastructure network in the same way that we plan other networks and
facilities, so that we can safeguard and enhance the environment and meet the needs of a wide range of
people, both now and in the future. Green infrastructure also provides social and economic benefits,
including:

Places that can be used as a focus for community activity and events

Opportunities to keep fit and healthy

Helps support the local economy, including village shops, pubs and B&Bs

Links between town and country helping people in rural areas access facilities

Helps reduce the use of cars
Aim of this Plan:
To identify the key existing natural, historic, cultural and landscape assets, accessible greenspace and
rights of way and to plan new features that will provide a connected network of green infrastructure for
the benefit of present and future generations.
Objectives
To create a comprehensive document that will assist the local community to:
 Protect and where possible enhance the landscape, biodiversity and the historic environment
 Improve access and links for people and wildlife
 Provide a multi functional green infrastructure network
 Provide a source of information and guidance for planners, landowners and developers in formulating
land use plans
 Promote community involvement
 Identify projects and produce an action plan to implement projects.
Methodology & Community Involvement
A methodology for the production of Parish Green Infrastructure Plans was developed in 2007 and 2008 by
the PGIP Working Group and endorsed by the Beds & Luton Green Infrastructure Consortium. This standard
methodology was adopted by Central Bedfordshire Council to produce their 20 commissioned GI Plans.
Common to all 20 of the GI Plans were two community workshops, to which local stakeholders and the wider
community were invited. At the first workshop, a map pack summarising all of the information currently
known about the parish’s GI assets was presented; and consultees were asked to use this information to
identify aspirations for enhancing and adding to the existing local GI. At the second workshop, these
aspirations were reviewed, added to and prioritised. Between the two workshops a drop-in session for the
whole community was held, and two youth consultation activities (17-19 year olds at Biggleswade Youth
Centre and 11-13 year olds at Holmemead Middle School) were held to increase the level and range of input
into the plan.
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Over 200 individual consultees, including representatives of at least 12 community groups took part in at least
one of the above activities. Approximately half of all consultees were under 24.
Prior to the youth consultation activities
45% of consultees were over 60 years old; with only 4 % under 24.
20% had been residents of Biggleswade less than 10 years; with 55% being Biggleswade residents for over
25 years.
The consultation activities in Biggleswade were undertaken between March 2009 and March 2010. This plan
was endorsed by Biggleswade Town Council in summer 2010.

Green Infrastructure Themes:
Green Infrastructure is composed of 5 themes; landscape, history, biodiversity, access and open space.
These themes are presented separately to enable the different elements of GI to be considered both
individually in detail and as part of the integrated GI network.
The Living Networks pack of maps identify the existing GI assets for each of the above themes. The Living
Network maps for Biggleswade can be viewed in Appendix 1.
PPG17 study:
In 2008 Ashley Godfrey Associates carried out an assessment of the open space, sport and recreational
needs of the former Mid Bedfordshire district, following guidelines set out by the Government in Planning
Policy and Guidance Note 17 (PPG17). This study looked at where existing open spaces are located and
where deficiencies exist. It will help inform future decisions on the location, size and type of open spaces
provided. Within the ‘open space’ category, the following types are relevant to this study in terms of needs
and deficiencies:






Country Parks – typically comprise a large area of land providing a mix of habitats and settings. Less
formal than an urban park, but typically including facilities such as car parking, visitor centre, toilets,
cafe, interpretation and signage;
Natural & Semi-Natural Greenspaces –areas of woodland, heathland, meadows, marsh, ponds &
lakes, chalk grassland managed for their nature conservation value and benefits;
Amenity Greenspace – landscaped areas with no designated specific use, providing visual amenity or
separating buildings or land uses;
Informal Recreation Space – areas providing opportunities for people to engage in activities such as
walking, cycling, horse riding, dog walking, enjoying nature and informal play.

Biggleswade is located within area considered to be deficient in Country Park, Natural and Semi-Natural
Greenspace and Amenity Greenspace provision.
In terms of Informal Recreation Space, Biggleswade was considered to be deficient by just over 24ha. The
study recommended provision of at least eight new Informal Recreation Spaces for Biggleswade.
In addition, the study also looked at provision of allotments and community gardens, and found that in the
eastern-sub area , within which Biggleswade is located, there is a significant deficiency of these spaces.

The Mid Bedfordshire GI Plan:
The Mid Bedfordshire GI Plan identifies a network for protecting and enhancing GI across the whole of the
former Mid Beds District. This Network is broken down into a series of ‘areas’, each with an ‘Action List’ of
potential projects to help deliver the Network.
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Biggleswade is in the Ivel Valley area of the Green Infrastructure Network identified in the Mid Beds GI Plan.

An aspirational ‘green wheel’ is identified around Biggleswade, creating a framework for various potential
projects identified, including:
a) Biggleswade Common – proposed extensions and buffering to existing common
with access and facilities improvements. Enhanced visitor management will be
required, especially on the south east ‘Pastures’ part of the Common as this site comes
under increasing pressure from the expansion of adjacent urban area. Habitat links to
the east along the Potton Brook are proposed with access links west to manor farm and
rights of way network west of the A1. The opportunity exists for interpretation,
protection and management of the historic environment.
b) Biggleswade Eastern Relief Road Linear Park – proposed as part of housing
developments east of Biggleswade; incorporating multi-user route, habitats and
accessible greenspace; further enhancements possible. Links to green wheel required.
c) Eastern section. Links will be needed from the new Linear Park to the Saxon Gate
cluster of greenspaces including the Scheduled Ancient Monument, pocket park and
linear woodland.
d) Meadows west of Biggleswade – existing wet grassland with aspirations for
habitat enhancement and public access.
e) Southern Section. Multi purpose landscaping, access routes, greenspace and
habitat creation are needed with links across A1 being critical.

The Mid Beds GI Plan will be reviewed in late 2011. This Parish GI Plan, along with the range of others
commissioned at the same time across the former Mid and South Beds areas over the last few years, will be
used to inform any future revision.
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GI Plan Map
The following map illustrates the aspirations identified by the community of Biggleswade for the
future provision and enhancement of their Green Infrastructure.
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In the map above, 'Proposed Allocation Sites' identify where future development (housing and/ or
employment) is considered appropriate. Where such sites overlap with identified GI aspirations,
consideration should be give to a) whether the aspiration(s) can be delivered as part a potential built
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development, or b) whether an alternative location for the aspiration(s) can be found. Such
developments may contribute, either financially or through direct works, to the implementation of GI
aspirations.
The table in the above map is shown below for clarity, with each numbered aspiration relating to a
point on the map.
GI Plan Aspirations
ref
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15a
15b
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28a
28b
29
30

Aspirational GI Enhancements
Create single improved access under A1 for FP23 and BW22 for pedestrians and
cyclists.
Create pedestrian/ cycleway access over A1 to provide ‘Green Wheel’ link
Upgrade surface of BW22/ BW3 to improve access westwards.
Upgrade surface of BW9/ BW33 to improve access northwards (as part of Great North
Cycleway)
Create and promote Great North Cycleway through town, including the installation of
a safe traffic-lit crossing near Stratton House
Secure permissive paths on Biggleswade Common as Public Rights of Way
Secure Permissive Path linking Biggleswade Common to New Road, Sandy as a
Public Right of Way
Create a cycleway alongside Langford Road to link Biggleswade and Langford –
possibly by widening and managing vegetation along existing pavement.
Plant small woodland beside new church on Dunton Lane to extend linear woodland
feature southwards
Widen FP21 and upgrade status to Public Bridleway to link Mill Lane to Holme Mills
Upgrade surface and status of FP21 to Public Bridleway to link Mill Lane to Hill Lane
Ensure all Planning Conditions relating to Green Corridors, access routes and open
space in the King’s Reach development are enforced.
Ensure linear park habitats and access routes are created in accordance with
Planning Conditions
Create planted and landscaped area to provide ‘green gateway’ into town of Langford
Road.
Create/ upgrade safe crossing of railway at Holme Green Crossing
Create/ upgrade safe crossing of railway near Shortmead house
Upgrade FP49 to Public Bridleway/ Cycleway
Create woodland belts and meadow areas as habitat links and green corridors to
create southern section of ‘Green Wheel’
Create Great North Cycleway south from Biggleswade
Create public access to Stratton Moat and adjoining meadow
Enhance greenspace beside swimming pool as public park
Create ‘Town and Country Park’ including woodland walk, nature reserve, picnic area,
boating lake, etc. Consider restoration of river to create a more natural setting.
Create allotments
Improve surface of BW28 and BW31/BW3 to enable family cycling
Upgrade FPs24 and Dunton FP8 to Public Bridleway/ Cycleway to enable family
cycling
Create Public Right of Way through linear woodlands
Secure land to west of railway to buffer Biggleswade Common
Extend linear woodlands westwards
Extend proposed linear park to east of watercourse, extending Biggleswade Common
southwards to enhance eastern section of Biggleswade Green Wheel.
Incorporate a sports, leisure and community complex into southern end of proposed
linear park extension as part of Biggleswade Green Wheel.
Extend Biggleswade Common (Shortmead Common) southwards
Plant small woodland to north of Fairfield House, extending the woodland fringe of
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31
32
33
34
35
36

Biggleswade Common
Enhance play area beside Grassmere/ railway through planting and more, natural,
play features
Enhance Dan Albone Picnic Area and entrance to Common as a stock-free pocket
park, including screening of Pumping Station
Restore walled garden adjacent to Stratton moat
Create a community orchard linking proposed allotments at 22 and proposed
extension of Common at 29
Increase area of greenspace in town centre
Restore ‘The Lakes’ recreation ground, incl provision of graffiti boards
General aspiration:
To seek to protect all existing features of landscape and wildlife value

Priorities:
At each of the consultation events, participants were asked to indicate which of the aspirations put forward
they considered to be priorities. A summary of the initial priorities was presented to the final workshop,
whose attendees then participated in a more formal prioritising exercise. Activities at the youth consultation
events also resulted priorities being identified.
The following aspirations were identified as the priorities at the community workshops, with the most popular
aspirations listed first:
ref
21

Priority aspirations, listed in order of highest priority first
Priority 1
Create ‘Town and Country Park’ including woodland walk, nature reserve,
picnic area, boating lake, etc. Consider restoration of river to create a more
natural setting.

Priority 2
28a Extend proposed linear park to east of watercourse, extending Biggleswade
Common southwards to enhance eastern section of Biggleswade Green
Wheel.
28b Incorporate a sports, leisure and community complex into southern end of
proposed linear park extension as part of Biggleswade Green Wheel.

27

Priority 3
Extend linear woodlands eastwards

29

Priority 4
Extend Biggleswade Common (Furzenhall Common) southwards

17

Priority 5
Create woodland belts and meadow areas as habitat links and green corridors
to create southern section of ‘Green Wheel’
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The following aspirations were identified as the priorities at the youth consultation events, with no order of
preference:
ref
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Priority aspirations, listed in order of highest priority first
Create Public Right of Way through linear woodlands

28b Incorporate a sports, leisure and community complex into southern end of
proposed linear park extension as part of Biggleswade Green Wheel.
31

Enhance play area beside Grassmere/ railway through planting and more,
natural, play features

36

Restore ‘The Lakes’ recreation ground, incl provision of graffiti boards
General priority: To see the ‘Biggleswade Green Wheel’ created

Action Plan
The table below outlines, where currently identified, organisations to lead and support the implementation of
aspirations and indicates possible timescales..

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Green Infrastructure Proposals

Possible
lead
partner

Other
possible
partners

Create single improved access
under A1 for FP23 and BW22
for pedestrians and cyclists.
Create pedestrian/ cycleway
access over A1 to provide
‘Green Wheel’ link
Upgrade surface of BW22/
BW3 to improve access
westwards.
Upgrade surface of BW9/
BW33 to improve access
northwards (as part of Great
North Cycleway)
Create and promote Great
North Cycleway through town,
including the installation of a
safe traffic-lit crossing near
Stratton House
Secure permissive paths on
Biggleswade Common as
Public Rights of Way
Secure Permissive Path linking
Biggleswade Common to New
Road, Sandy as a Public Right
of Way
Create a cycleway alongside
Langford Road to link
Biggleswade and Langford –
possibly by widening and
managing vegetation along

CBC

BRCC

CBC

BTC
BRCC

CBC

CBC
Sustrans

BRCC

CBC
TCEG
Sustrans

CBC

BRCC
BTC

CBC

BRCC

CBC
Sustrans
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Timescale

Additional
comments

existing pavement.
Plant small woodland beside
new church on Dunton Lane to
extend linear woodland feature
southwards
10 Widen FP21 and upgrade
CBC
status to Public Bridleway to
link Mill Lane to Holme Mills
11 Upgrade surface and status of
CBC
FP21 to Public Bridleway to
link Mill Lane to Hill Lane
12 Ensure all Planning Conditions CBC
relating to Green Corridors,
BTC
access routes and open space
in the King’s Reach
development are enforced.
13 Ensure linear park habitats and CBC
access routes are created in
BTC
accordance with Planning
Conditions
14 Create planted and landscaped
area to provide ‘green
gateway’ into town of Langford
Road.
15a Create/ upgrade safe crossing
CBC
of railway at Holme Green
NR/ FCC
Crossing
15b Create/ upgrade safe crossing
CBC
of railway near Shortmead
NR/ FCC
house
16 Upgrade FP49 to Public
CBC
Bridleway/ Cycleway
17 Create woodland belts and
CBC
meadow areas as habitat links BRCC
and green corridors to create
southern section of ‘Green
Wheel’
18 Create Great North Cycleway
CBC
south from Biggleswade
Sustrans
19 Create public access to
BCB
Stratton Moat and adjoining
meadow
20 Enhance greenspace beside
BTC
swimming pool as public park
CBC
21 Create ‘Town and Country
BTC
Park’ including woodland walk,
nature reserve, picnic area,
boating lake, etc. Consider
restoration of river to create a
more natural setting.
22 Create allotments
BTC
23 Improve surface of BW28 and
CBC
BW31/BW3 to enable family
cycling
24 Upgrade FPs24 and Dunton
CBC
FP8 to Public Bridleway/
Cycleway to enable family
9

BRCC

BRCC
BTC
BRCC
BTC
BRCC

BRCC

BRCC
BRCC
BTC

BRCC
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cycling
Create Public Right of Way
CBC
BRCC
through linear woodlands
26 Secure land to west of railway
BTC
to buffer Biggleswade
Common
27 Extend linear woodlands
BTC
westwards
BRCC
28a Extend proposed linear park to
BTC
east of watercourse, extending
BRCC
Biggleswade Common
southwards to enhance
eastern section of Biggleswade
Green Wheel.
28b Incorporate a sports, leisure
BTC
and community complex into
southern end of proposed
linear park extension as part of
Biggleswade Green Wheel.
29 Extend Biggleswade Common
BRCC
(Shortmead Common)
FRBC
southwards
30 Plant small woodland to north
of Fairfield House, extending
the woodland fringe of
Biggleswade Common
31 Enhance play area beside
BTC
BRCC
Grassmere/ railway through
planting and more, natural,
play features
32 Enhance Dan Albone Picnic
FRBC
BRCC
Area and entrance to Common BTC
as a stock-free pocket park,
including screening of Pumping
Station
33 Restore walled garden
adjacent to Stratton moat
34 Create a community orchard
BRCC
linking propose allotments at
22 and proposed extension of
Common at 29
35 Increase area of greenspace in
BTC
town centre
36 Restore ‘The Lakes’ recreation BTC
ground, incl provision of graffiti
boards
BTC
Biggleswade Town Council
BRCC
Bedfordshire Rural Communities Charity
BTPG
Biggleswade Town Plan Group
CBC
Central Bedfordshire Council
FRBC
Fen Reeves of Biggleswade Common
TCEG
Town Centre Enhancement Group
NR/ FCC
Network Rail/ First Capital Connect
RoW
Rights of Way (CBC)
Hw
Highways (CBC)
25
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Appendix 1 – Living Network Parish Map Pack:
Background information on GI themes used at consultation workshops to inform discussion
and aspiration identification.
1) Context Map
This map shows the parish boundary and how the parish relates to neighbouring communities.
2) Landscape Map
The landscape map shows the position of contours within your parish. It also has the areas at risk
from a 1% chance flood from a river marked. Contours and flood zones can be useful when creating
green infrastructure corridors. The small 3D map shows how the topography of Biggleswade relates
to the rest of Bedfordshire.
3) Biodiversity Map
This map shows the location of designated sites, important habitats and opportunities to enhance
wildlife in Biggleswade. Within the parish the Rivers Ivel and Hiz are identified as a County Wildlife
Site (CWS), as is Biggleswade Common. CWSs are sites that have been recognized as important
for wildlife when assessed against a set of criteria. The selection guidelines consider aspects of the
site such as size, diversity, rarity, fragility, typicalness and recorded history. Recognition as a CWS
does not confer protection on the site, or right of access, however for any significant change of land
use the planning authorities will expect the wildlife interest to be taken into account alongside other
normal planning considerations. Local conservation organisations may comment on planning
applications that could affect a CWS. Also of interest is the River Ivel Walk, Biggleswade Common
Regionally Important Geological and Geomorphological Site, which shows how meandering rivers
work and the ice age history of the River Ivel.
There are also other sites within the parish which are important for wildlife. The Rivers Ivel and Hiz
provide a great corridor for biodiversity to move along and species rich permanent grasslands are
important for many animals and plants. Green infrastructure planning can help to link or buffer
existing wildlife sites, providing them with increased protection from harmful activities and making
their wildlife populations more sustainable. The Biodiversity Network suggests where this could be
most beneficial. If you would like further information or advice about the wildlife in your parish,
please contact either Central Bedfordshire Council
Ecologist, Liz Anderson (Tel: 0300 300 4869 or Email:
elizabeth.anderson@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk) or The Wildlife Trust (Tel: 01234 364213 or Email:
bedfordshire@wildlifebcnp.org). The Bedfordshire and Luton Biodiversity Recording and Monitoring
Centre (BRMC) has a wealth of records about the species seen in your parish and is beginning to
compile habitat data. If you would like to access this resource please contact them (Tel: 01234
355435 or Email: brmc@bedsbionet.org.uk).

4) Historic Environment Map
A variety of historic sites are shown on this map. Integrating these sites into green infrastructure
plans can help to preserve parish history. The numbers next to most of the site boundaries
represent locations in the Historic Environment Record (HER), which is kept at Priory House,
Chicksands. The table below gives a brief summary of each numbered site; more details are
available from the HER, along with historic maps of your parish. Due to the scale of this map only
Listed Buildings are shown, however, there are many other historically important buildings recorded.
For advice or further information about historic areas in your parish please contact the Historic
Environment Information Officer at Central Bedfordshire Council (Tel: 0300 300 6027 or Email:
stephen.coleman@centralbedfordshire.gov.uk).
HER
Number

Feature

HER
Number
13

Feature

HER
Feature
Number
66 ROMAN ROAD METALLING
Biggleswade Common
110 EARTHWORKS SW of
parish
446 CROPMARKS Furzenhall
Farm
461 MOAT
465 DESERTED MEDIEVAL
VILLAGE Holme
468 RINGWORK & BAILEY
(CROPMARKS)
509 CROPMARKS SW of Sutton
518 STRATTON DESERTED
MEDIEVAL VILLAGE &
MOAT
520 MOAT Stratton Park
524 SAXON INHUMATIONS &
FIBULA Topler's Hill
643 CROPMARKS, NW of Holme
Grove
644 ?CURSUS S of Furzenhall
Farm
645 CROPMARKS
701 CROPMARKS, NE of
Furzenhall Farm
775 DESERTED MEDIEVAL
VILLAGE Kinwick
1343 CROPMARKS Biggleswade
Common
1411 CROPMARKS
1483 CROPMARKS
1486 CROPMARKS NE of Denny
Cottages
1615 EARTHWORKS
2500 CLAY PIT
2501 ?QUARRY
2503 FOUNDRY
3107 BRICKWORKS
3321 ?ROMAN FORD Stratford
3544 CROPMARKS

HER
Feature
Number
13923 SAND PIT FIELD
13924 BRICKHILL FIELD
13925 BARN FIELD
13926 BURNT GROUND
13927 CLAY PIT FIELD
13928 ROUND HILL FIELD
13929 PARK FIELD
13930 GALLOWS DITCH

13931 CONEY CONEGARE
13932 GRAND BURRY
13933 MALT HOUSE CLOSE
13934 BRICKHILL FIELD
13935 THE GREEN
13936 DEERS CLOSE
13939 DOVEHOUSE CLOSE
13952 OLD WORKHOUSE GARDEN
13953 BISHOPS LAND & COMMON
RIGHT
13954 HOUSE WHARF & PLEASURE
GROUND
13956 CROPMARKS W of Stratton
Farm
13957 CROPMARKS Nof West
Sunderland Farm
14650 ROMAN COIN Franklin Rd/Teal
Rd
15010 LINEAR CROPMARK, NW of
Stratton Lodge
15079 CROPMARKS, W of
Biggleswade Hospital
15080 CROPMARKS, NE of Kennel
Farm
15082 CROPMARKS, SW of Newton
Bury
15101 CROPMARKS, Furzenhall Road
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HER
Feature
HER
Feature
Number
Number
3545 RECTANGULAR
15102 CROPMARKS, Stratton Upper
CROPMARKS S of 'Toplers
School
Hill'
3546 RECTANGULAR
15327 ENCLOSURE CROPMARKS, S
CROPMARKS N of Bleak
of Dunton Lane
Hall
3547 CROPMARKS E of
15328 CROPMARKS, NE of Stratton
Newspring Farm
School
3548 CROPMARKS SE of West
15507 CROPMARKS, NW of
Sunderland Farm
Biggleswade Sewage Farm
5216 ROMAN INHUMATION from
15661 RIDGE & FURROW
'Coffin Close'
6569 HOME FARMHOUSE
15677 27-37 SHORTMEAD STREET
Dunton Lane
(Med + Pmed Occupation)
6570 BARNS, Home Farm, Dunton
15876 PREHISTORIC WORKED
Lane
WOOD, Biggleswade
6801 GASWORKS
15978 MEDIEVAL SEAL, Langford
Road
7003 STRATTON PARK
16080 ?MEDIEVAL + POST-MED
ACTIVITY, Market Place
7127 BRICK CLAMPS
16111 BONE & SKULL, Biggleswade
Common
7128 BRICKFIELD/CLAY PIT &
16157 CROPMARKS, N of Stratton
KILN
Farm
7322 GREENE KING BREWERY
16158 CROPMARKS, NE of Stratton
Church St
Farm
7857 BIGGLESWADE TOLL
16159 RING DITCH, E of Top Field
HOUSE
Farm
8861 BIGGLESWADE
16160 CROPMARKS, NW of Kennel
CEMETERY
Farm
9005 BAPTIST CHURCHYARD
16162 POST-MEDIEVAL ACTIVITY,
Stratton Business Park
9020 ST ANDREW'S PARISH
16200 FLINT ARROWHEAD, near
CHURCHYARD
Broom
9439 SHORTMEAD HOUSE
16808 CROPMARKS, S of Biggleswade
GROUNDS
Sewage Works
10138 RING-DITCH S of Sewage
16809 CROPMARKS, SE of Brookland
Works
Farm
13915 'BURNT GROUND'
16818 ?CURSUS CROPMARK, E of
Furzenhall Road
13916 BARN FIELD
16823 CROPMARKS, SE of Stratton
Farm
13917 BARN FIELD
16824 ?CROPMARK, N of Newspring
Farm
13918 BURNT GROUND
16825 CROPMARKS, S of Bleak Hall
13919 BARN FIELD
17733 BRONZE AGE/IRON AGE
ACTIVITY, W of Stratton Park
House
13920 BARN FIELD
17738 CROPMARKS & ROMAN
POTTERY, S of Dunton Lane
15

HER
Feature
Number
13921 BURNT GROUND
13922 BARN CLOSE

HER
Feature
Number
17786 EARTHWORKS, S of Dunton
Lane
17847 WW2 HUTTED CAMP

5) Access, Open Space and Recreation Map
This map shows the positions of open spaces (e.g. golf courses, recreation grounds or school
playing fields) within your parish. Not all of them are accessible to the public. Rights of Way are key
to providing access to open spaces within green infrastructure plans. When creating networks
access barriers, such as busy roads, would need to be considered.
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